Bell tent
Adventure in the great outdoors
Remember those circular tents in children’s storybooks about adventurers and explorers living in
the wild? Our classic Bell Tent in khaki canvas brings those childhood tales to life for your guests
– but with a little more style and comfort. With space for proper beds, your guests are assured of
a good night’s sleep after a day of adventuring of their own.
Whether your guests are a family taking the kids away for their first night under the stars, or
veteran campers with years of experience, our Bell Tent is ideal. There is enough room for
six people and with a height of three metres at its centre, it is light, airy and comfortable for
everyone.
It is flexible too: with the option of a detachable-groundsheet, your guests can roll up the sides to
create an open-air, covered lounging space for hot summer evenings, bringing the outdoors in! If
you have a permanent campsite, you can add a wooden veranda to create additional space.

Sides can be rolled-up to create an open-air space
Cosy and spacious living area with ideal standing height
Perfect for festivals and outdoor activities
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Easy to set up and takedown

Floorplan bell tent
Dimensions
Diameter

5m

# Guests

2-6

Height

3m

# Bedrooms

1

Veranda

Optional

Bathroom

No

Footprint

56 m²

Kitchen

No

Floorplan 2D
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Features

7.5 x 7.5 m
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Photos bell tent

Specifications bell tent
Elements

Colour

Specifications

Technical standards

Flame retardant
Polyster (FPTC420)

Any
color

Flame retardant 420 gr/m2 . The fibers in this
fabric provide extra security and protection. It is
scorch, glow and spark resistant. Textile material
that is flame retardant has an inhibiting effect on
the occurrence of fire and slow fire spreading.

FPTC420 meets the following standards:

Weight 420gr/m² + 5%
Standered width: 150 cm
Tearing strenght: ±10%
- Warp: 79N
- Weft: 53N
Tensile strength: ± 10%
- Warp: 2800N/5 cm
- Weft: 2232N/5 cm
Watercolumn: ≥ 400mm
Color fading level: GR6 | ISO105B04-1994
Meldewtreated: Level 0 | AATCC30-2017
Fireproof level: M2 | BS7837-1996

Ground floor flame
retardant PVC
Ground floor

Beige

As an option the groundsheet can also be made of
UV and flame retardant PVC 650 gr/m2.
The PVC is easy to clean and meets the stringent
European, British and American fire regulations (M2,
B1 and DIN 4102 standard).
The groundsheet can be fixed in the ground with
pegs, to prevent the wind from blowing down
underneath.

The UV and flame retardant PVC 650 gr/m2
meets the following standards

BS 7837: 1996
DI N 4102 part 1 – Class B1
M2 Classification NFP 92-503 (1995)
EN 13501-1-Bs3.d0
Total weight DIN and ISO 2286-2 – 650gr/m²

Why choose us?

Interested?

It’s all in the detail. Our beautiful, sustainable glamping tents
are not mass produced, but are created by a team of specialists with a passion for outdoor living. We personally manage
every aspect, from the initial concept and product
design, to the sourcing of eco-friendly materials and construction, to quality control. And it
doesn’t stop there, we provide ongoing service and sup-

Get in touch to find out more about our tents, or come
and see them for yourself. Email us on sales@yalacanvaslodges.com and we’ll get right back to you or call us on
+31 (0) 527 620 325.
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port, long after you have bought your tent or lodge.

All information has been compiled with great care, no rights can be derived from the texts, photos, drawings and dimensions.

